Introduction

The First World War offered myriad opportunities in all belligerent countries for new sexual experiences and for the spread of sexually transmitted infections because of the anonymity and mass mobility that war facilitated. The number of sexually transmitted infections grew exponentially during the war and spread to previously unaffected populations, including married women, as
increasing numbers of married men were mobilized during the course of the war; and to rural areas, where it had previously been rare.\[^1\] The major powers all entered the war without a coherent policy for combatting venereal disease in the military.\[^2\] At the same time, the war disrupted traditional constraints as well as communal and familial monitoring mechanisms.\[^3\]

In addition to issues such as combat losses, shortage of weaponry and parts, prisoner of war transfers, and food shortages, VD - increasingly widespread among the troops, and potentially weakening the fighting force - was an important military concern. VD was a great source of military inefficiency: although it had a low mortality rate, it resulted in loss of manpower, and the cure was expensive, time-consuming, and often ineffective.\[^4\] Rates of VD varied among the belligerents with Germany having the lowest. Soldiers in the field tended to have lower rates than those in occupation zones or behind the lines. In contrast to the badly wounded soldier who faced the loss of health and possible future employment, but posed no danger to those around him, soldiers with VD were thought to endanger their families.\[^5\] Married soldiers who were infected in the Étappe (the Hinterland) might carry VD back to their families. Or, their own wives, having engaged in extramarital relations, sometimes with other soldiers, might also infect them while they were on leave. VD thus played an important role in the increasing military intervention in civilian life, especially police regulation of prostitution. Government and military inability to stem the spread of sexually transmitted infections reflected the limitation of state power under the exigencies of total war.

**Discourse on Venereal Disease and the Nation**

Syphilis and gonorrhea posed challenges to public health across the belligerent states. The former was blamed for stillbirths and the latter for causing blindness and sterility, therefore both constituted a threat to future generations. The way that both the French and the Germans treated VD in the military reflected pro-natalist concerns. Owing to a long-term decline in birth rates, French efforts to stem the growth of VD celebrated reproductive sexuality on the one hand, while increasing intrusive medical examinations and surveillance of soldiers and prostitutes alike, on the other.\[^6\] French pro-natalists framed fatherhood as a service to the nation and implored soldiers to assume the responsibility to repopulate the nation.\[^7\] The French government focused on balancing healthy sexuality with disease control, encouraging rising birth rates while also attempting to prevent the spread of VD. Pro-natalism had also been a concern in Germany before 1914. According to Ann Taylor Allen, “military strength depended directly on the size of the army and thus on birthrates,” and there was broad popular support for “pro-natalist measures, especially campaigns to reduce infant mortality.”\[^8\]

In contrast, British interest in VD reflected a “crisis of masculinity” as increased scrutiny of soldiers’ health led to the development of robust physical standards that many men failed to achieve. The specter of physical and moral degeneration among civilians and soldiers alike led to greater government attention to public health. Therefore, as the British military codified punishment for soldiers who contracted VD with Regulation 40D of the Defence of the Realm Act (1918), it also
positioned VD as a public health issue. Moreover, the refusal to provide an infected soldier’s family its standard separation payment reflected the gravity of the threat the British government believed VD posed to family health and economic well-being. The withholding of pay and other measures reflected governmental attitudes that a soldier who contracted VD had failed to adequately protect himself, constituting a dereliction of duty.

Most belligerents considered VD a threat not only to their military but also to their countries’ long-term strength, owing to the danger it posed to the family as a reproductive unit. Both military strength and familial health played a role in their anti-VD strategies.

**Treatment of Venereal Disease in Entente Nations**

Neither Great Britain nor the United States had a coherent policy for managing VD during the war. VD rates among the soldiers from the British dominions — Australia, Canada and New Zealand — placed under the imperial army increased exponentially at the beginning of the war and remained higher than those of the British army for the duration of fighting. The British government emphasized protecting the “innocent” – namely soldiers’ wives and potential children – from VD. It therefore established a Royal Commission in 1913 to prevent the spread of VD through educational campaigns and to treat infected soldiers. As in the British army, United States and Canadian military physicians encouraged “restraint” to prevent VD; grudgingly, the British army eventually “armed the men with the knowledge and means of prophylaxis.” Although the British army was reluctant to supply disinfecting post-coital prophylactics, some Canadian officers and the New Zealand military command made them available. By the war’s end, the U.S. army would also provide disinfection packages and mandate post-coital disinfection. The attitudes of the American, Canadian, and New Zealand commands may have owed to the fact that it was virtually impossible for their soldiers to have home leave, of course, because of the distance.

Russian troops had high rates of contagious diseases, including sexually transmitted infections, all of which posed a threat to the Russian military. Infectious diseases were rampant owing to both the Russian military’s abject lack of medical services and to its population’s general lack of knowledge of hygiene. While most Russian VD policies focused on prostitutes, some also held soldiers responsible for their own health. Military officials sought to keep soldiers separate from the civilian population – and prostitutes in particular – to protect against both espionage and VD. Officers warned soldiers that prostitutes were “vehicles of both,” and should be avoided. Avoiding the presumed sources of VD constituted the primary means of attempting to prevent its spread in wartime Russia, a policy that failed miserably.

British military VD rates rose at the beginning of the war, but not consistently and less than experts had predicted they would. Indeed, with the exception of 1916, the annual VD admissions to military hospitals dropped to one half of 1911 levels.
infected soldiers, which the Royal Commission’s legislation permitted, many soldiers feared the threat of losing pay and its deleterious consequences on their families. However, contracting – or simulating – a VD infection appealed to some soldiers as an easy means of shirking duty. Allegedly, “men bruised their penises” and deliberately had sex with infected prostitutes. If they still failed to become infected, some shirkers even injected condensed milk into their urethras, preferring punishment to fighting.\[17\] Indeed, according to one British gunner who served from 1914 through 1918, “a great many soldiers were prepared to chance VD, rather than face a return to the front.”\[18\]

U.S. attempts to regulate VD in the military mirrored the British penalization approach. When the United States entered war in April 1917, its military sought to control VD, and employed a system that punished soldiers, who were examined bi-monthly, for signs of VD.\[19\] Men who exposed themselves to venereal infection were required to report for prophylactic treatment immediately upon their return to camp. U.S. officials claimed that the combination of chemical prophylaxis and strict sexual discipline — abstinence - would significantly reduce the rate among its soldiers.\[20\] By requiring soldiers who had potentially exposed themselves to VD to medical surveillance and treatment, the American military sought to discourage soldiers from any type of sexual activity.

The French government sought to control VD to keep soldiers healthy while increasing the birthrate. In 1914, a handbook, *Conseils au soldat* (Advice to the soldier), and army-supplied condoms comprised French preventative measures. The text advised soldiers to use condoms, wash after sexual relations, and apply antiseptic to their genitals.\[21\] Stricter wartime legislation included the formation in 1916 of the “Commission de Prophylaxie des Maladies Vénériennes,” to control VD. The Commission introduced measures, among them better regulation of prostitutes, the establishment of voluntary VD treatment centers, increased availability of prophylaxis for soldiers, including in brothels, and obligatory sex education about the danger VD posed to society.\[22\] In addition to bi-weekly medical examinations, soldiers also submitted to medical exams when they departed for and returned from leave. French inspections of soldiers to ensure that they remained free of VD were similar to measures taken by other belligerents.

To be effective, soldiers needed to be physically and morally healthy, and, avoid prostitutes, who were assumed to have VD. The French government expected soldiers’ sexual behavior, including extramarital activity, and so did not condemn it. Wartime policies encouraged increased attention to disease prevention to staunch VD spread by extra-marital sex. Although the military forced tolerated prostitutes in brothels near the fighting front to have regular pelvic examinations, soldiers also had sexual relations with women who did not self-identify as, and were not registered as, prostitutes. Therefore, the French Ministry of the Interior produced a number of short films depicting the danger that VD posed to soldiers as well as their potential progeny, stressing that the diseases’ symptoms often remained hidden until it was too late to treat them.\[23\] By highlighting the threat VD posed to family health, French propaganda prioritized the importance of the family. The Commission Générale de Propagande continued to appeal to public and private organizations with social-hygiene
propaganda focusing on venereal disease during the interwar period.[24]

Treatment of Venereal Disease in Germany and Austria-Hungary

Among the European combatants, Germany had done the most to stem the spread of VD in the military since the turn of the 20th century, with the army and the navy both encouraging the prophylactic use before 1914.[25] Although the German military feared an increase in VD rates during the war, the rate of VD among soldiers did not rise dramatically.[26] Despite the pre-war efforts of its ally, Austria-Hungary, to raise sanitary standards and lower VD rates, the prevalence of sexually transmitted infections among Habsburg soldiers, remained greater than in Germany and France, but lower than in Great Britain and Russia. Austria-Hungary’s military, together with the civilian government, increased its efforts to stem the “loss of warriors” that venereal disease had left unfit to serve, lessening the numbers of soldiers and weakening the fighting force.

The Habsburg military intervened into civilian life on the fluid Eastern and Southeastern fronts and elsewhere on the home fronts in an effort to staunch VD. The military and civilian police searched for clandestine prostitutes - who constituted the majority of prostitutes and whom the vice police sought to force to register when they were apprehended - and other women who exchanged sex for money - who constituted the majority of prostitutes and whom the vice police sought to force to register when they were apprehended - and strictly regulated the smaller number of tolerated prostitutes.[27] The Great War marked the first time that Habsburg authorities, in managing society for the purposes of military strength, expanded their focus from controlling only women’s bodies – especially those of prostitutes and women thought to be prostitutes – to include limited focus on male bodies in the battle against VD. Many Austrian military and civilian authorities remained resistant to recognizing that the male consumers of commercial sex bore responsibility for the spread of disease and holding them accountable.

Because VD treatment was costly and sometimes ineffective, Habsburg military physicians sought to instruct the 7.8 million men mobilized on how to protect themselves against VD, ascertain where most soldiers had been infected and with which disease, and then heal them, or at least enable the men to return to combat. Some physicians argued that men “in the best years of life” engaging in extramarital sexual intercourse was understandable if not entirely excusable. Similar to Britain’s Lord Horatio Herbert Kitchener (1850-1916), many Habsburg authorities asserted that abstinence was the safest route for soldiers, especially in belligerent territory where “strange, unknown, in part racially foreign and hostile peoples” were afflicted with “all possible venereal diseases.”[28] Behind the lines the military also took proactive measures: in Olmütz/Olomouc, northern Moravia (today, the Czech Republic), far-reaching measures in November 1915 included increasing examinations of soldiers from two to three times a month, instituting obligatory prophylactic measures, and as in Britain, punishing men for failure to use prophylactics. Soldiers in the local barracks were urged in to “Protect yourself from venereal disease!” and reminded in five languages that “Where there are many
soldiers, there are prostitutes,” “Prostitutes on the street are all diseased!,” and “Avoiding sexual congress never hurts!”[29]

Post-war Treatment of Venereal Disease

Some allies maintained wartime anti-VD measures into the interwar period, but changed the messages for the civilian population. The French government continued its anti-VD campaign by showing short films crafted for the civilian population after the war. Played regularly in French cinemas, these instructional films stressed the importance of healthy families and demonstrated that VD could result in even higher death tolls than had the war itself.[30] In an effort to promote larger families, French propaganda focused on healthy sexuality and encouraged chasteness aside from healthy reproductive efforts. The British government and middle-class reformers increased their efforts to promote robust public health measures after the war. As Frances L. Bernstein has written, VD reached “‘epidemic’ status” in Russia during the first decade of Soviet rule, prompting “the development of an entire subfield of sanitary propaganda, known as sexual enlightenment.”[31]

Soon after the founding of the Weimar Republic, the German national government, responding to widespread anxiety about a possible epidemic carried by demobilized soldiers, passed emergency laws mandating treatment of all persons, male and female, infected with VD, and penalizing its spread. Germany’s state governments passed similar laws.[32]

The Habsburg successor-state governments made connections among public hygiene, prostitution, sexually transmitted infections, and military strength. It was commonly accepted that venereal disease was spread primarily through extra-marital relations and prostitutes remained popularly condemned as the main culprits.[33] The rates of sexually transmitted infections increased during the hostilities and did not immediately drop after the war’s end.

The Austrian government promulgated new public-administrative, preventative measures regarding VD in a 21 November 1918 decree. The gender-neutral document required all those suffering from VD to take responsibility for their own treatment and sexual behavior. In the nascent First Czechoslovak Republic, the post-war parliament followed the “democratic” route and passed Law No. 241, O potírání pohlavních nemocí (Combatting sexually transmitted diseases) on 11 July 1922. This law closed the country’s brothels and abolished the regulatory system for reasons of morals and public hygiene. Continuing practices developed in late imperial Austria, but employing gender-neutral language, the law made endangering the health of others a crime for both men and women.

Conclusion

Wartime policies were part of a turn-of-the-century European-wide shift away from the moralizing way in which VD had been previously handled. The policies increased both state involvement and investment in public health. Many policies would be continued into the interwar period, because the
rates, which had risen during wartime did not immediately drop with the cessation of hostilities.

After the war’s end, many of the former European belligerents focused on VD as a threat to the health of their recovering states. Rates of sexually transmitted infections, with which prostitutes remained intimately associated, had increased during wartime but did not immediately decline with the resumption of peace. Syphilis and gonorrhea both continued to pose challenges to public health.

While the language of much interwar European state legislation, as in Czechoslovakia, might be gender neutral, the focus remained on prostitutes as the dangerous vector of VD. The French government included a propaganda committee devoted to combatting VD in its public health department throughout the interwar period.[34] The British government continued to rely on the Venereal Disease Act of 1917 to limit the spread of VD in the military as well as the public. Aside from a 1926 amendment that included provisions for chemists to prescribe disinfectants for VD treatment, the 1917 Act remained relatively unchanged.[35]
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Notes


5. ↑ Rhoades, Renegotiating French Masculinity, p. 293.
9. ↑ To compensate for the loss of income when a soldier was away, his family received payment from the government for the separation. The British government dropped Regulation 40D in September 1918, just before the war’s end.
17. ↑ Ibid., p. 85.


24. ↑ Ibid., p. 479.

25. ↑ Gaston Bodart cited numbers from the British Army Medical Report (1910) that reflected similar relationships: Germany 19.8 (1905-1906); France (1906) 28.6; Austria 54.2 (1907); Russia (1906) 62.7; and Great Britain (1907) 68.4; see Westergaard, Harald/Bodart, Gaston/ Vernon Kellogg (eds.): Losses of Life in Modern Wars. Austria-Hungary; France, Oxford 1916, p. 195. On the German military’s use of prophylactics before 1914, see Sauerteig, Sex, Medicine, and Morality 1998, pp. 167-188.


34. ↑ Barusse, Natalism et Hygiénism, p. 552.

35. ↑ House of Commons Session, Venereal Disease Act (1917) Amendment. A Bill to Permit the Sale by Chemists of Disinfectants for Protection against Venereal Disease, and for Other Purposes Relating Thereto, London 1926.
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